ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In previous papers it has been pointed out that ill a well-structured Lexical Data Has(. it becomes possible to detect automatical;y, an(l ~e evidence through interactlve queries a number Of morphologica] , syntact.ic, or semant i~. relationships between lexical entries, .~uch ~lb synonymy, hyponymy, hyperonymy, der ivat ion, case-argument, lexical field, etc.
The present article examines hyponymy, a.~ dI: example of paradigmatic relation, and what can b(. called "restriction or modification" relaLion, as a syntagmat ic relation, l-~y reSLl'iet Jell or modification relation, l mean that part of a so-called "aristotellan" definition which has tiJe function of linking th(~ "genus" and the "differentia specifica".
When evidenced in a lexicon, tile hyponymy relation produces hierarchical trees partitioniI*K the lexicon in many semant ica i ly coilerent subsets.
These trees are not created once and for al i, but it is important that uhey are procedurally activated at the query moment.
While evidencing the second relation considered, one can investigate as to whether it is possible to discover any correlation be~wneI* lexical or grammatical features in definitions and particular kinds of "definienda", and thus try to answer questions such as the following: "Are there any connections between these restriction relations and ~he fundamental ways of definition, i.e. the criterial parameters by which people defines things?" For both relations, the paper presents the different procedures by which they are" automatically recognized and extracted from the natural language definitions, the degree of reliability of their automatic labeling, the use of these labels in interactive queries on the lexical data base, and finally the theoretical results of their implementation in a
Machine-Dictionary. This kind of quantitative restriction on the vocabulary of definitions would not be of any interest in itself, if it were not accompanied by other kinds of constraints both on a) the lexical, and on b) the grammatical side. a) From the frequency list of the words used in definitions (about 800,000 word-occurrences, and 75,000 word-types), it appears in fact that some words have a much greater importance than in normal language, as evidenced by a comparison with the data of the Lessico di Frequenza della Lingua Italiano Contemporaneo (Bortolini et al., 1971 From explorations on the trees thus obtained. we can also try Lo set up classes and subclasses of superordinates, on the basis of the upper nodes to which many other nodes are connected as descendants.
II THE LANGUAGE OF DEFINITIONS AS
Only as an example, the identification criterion for the noun-class "SET-OF" containing ]NSIEME, GRUPPO, COLLEZJONE, COMPLESSO.
AGGREGATO. etc., among the set of noun-superordinates, is the fact that they are linked one to the other in the tree which results from querying the data base.
Their hyponyms will obviously be for the most part collective nouns.
The identification of word-classes like this one leads to the next step Jn the formalization of the hyponymy relation, which will consist in the insertion of a label indicating a semantic class to these sets of superordinates.
It will thus be possible to retrieve, for example, all the nouns generically definable as "SET-OF", independently of tile particular word denoting a set used in definitions.
Since it is already possible to trace these chains of hyponyms going upwards or downwards for more than one level, one can immediately ask whether, for example, MASSERIA belongs to the set of collectives even if it is defined as HANDRIA, because MANDRIA is defined as BRANCO, which is in turn defined as INSIENE, which finally is one of the nouns belonging to the class "SET-OF". The implementation of these links allows to produce another kind of partitioning within the lexical system, and permits to better investigate the internal structure of words.
A procedure of the kind exemplified above, based on pattern-matching, is possible for a good number of definition types; for example, with a different formaL, for many adjectives:
where several groups of definitions are found to share a common underlying structure in terms of the restriction relation involved, in spite of other lexical and syntactic differences.
V FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
A comparison with the definitional corpora of other dictionaries, also of other languages, will certainly prove to be useful in establishing the set of the most general or primitive Relations, used for definition in lexicographieal practice, often overlapping with the primitive Relations stated in many AI systems. These relations, mapped into a formal link in the data base, can then be paraphrased in each language, in the standard language.
The data base structure envisaged does permit both to maintain at a lower level (the starting level), and to eliminate at an upper level, many peculiarities and variations in the linguistic expression of the same or of similar concepts or relations; their effect is to facilitate the comprehension by the users of the printed dictionary, inhibiting however immediate comprehension by procedural routines in the mechanical processing of dictionary data.
By applying similar methods of automatic conversion and mapping into suitable formats, as extensively as possible throughout the lexicon, many definitional expressions can be submitted to an attempt of standardization, thus achieving major precision, which gives a considerable improvement when performing, for example, information retrieval operations on the content of a dictionary. This more structured, but, in another sense. simplified version of definitions, which also accounts for their relational nature, provides an excellent basis for testing and studying the "knowledge of the world" which underlies the structure of a dictionary.
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